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Microsoft is now the single largest spender on security
research and development globally and has one of the largest
portfolios of security products, rivalling any in the traditional
security ecosystem. This unprecedented level of growth complimented by the credibility, breadth and capabilities of
their solutions - means more and more organisations are relying
on Microsoft for their security.
Whilst almost all Microsoft customers say they expect to use
more Microsoft Security over the next three years, many admit a
lack of knowledge around the security portfolio, which makes it
difficult to include Microsoft into a strategic security roadmap.

The Trustmarque
Microsoft 365 Security
Workshop will:
•

Help you to understand the
Microsoft Security Profile

•

Provide clarity on how the tools
can fit into your existing or future
ecosystem

•

Explain the Microsoft commercial
models against new security
tools

Why Trustmarque?
We are the only Microsoft partner who offers the Security Landscape and the Commercial Justification as part
of the Microsoft 365 Security Workshop.
We have a wealth of expertise and experience across the breadth of cloud solutions, whether that is advising,
implementing or deploying innovative solutions. Our portfolio of services and partners give you access to
the most relevant and advanced solutions to address the myriad of cyber security challenges you face. In
addition, we have invested highly in staff training and are proud of our relationships and certifications with the
industry’s leading vendors.
Our cyber security practice was originally founded in 2004 and acquired by Capita in 2013, we are a multiple
award-winning practice that has been in operation for 17 years. We are uniquely placed to leverage both the
strength of our strategic ecosystem partners and Microsoft.
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What is the Trustmarque Microsoft 365
Security Workshop?

Additional security
engagements

Trustmarque Security Landscape

Microsoft also have further securitybased assessments that help
you gain greater value from your
Microsoft 365 investments.

We know organisations have been building their own IT security
strategy and infrastructure long before Microsoft’s recent focus
in security. The success of any strategy is understanding what
tools are available and how they work with what you are doing
today. Our experts will break down the array of security tools
into a language that everyone can understand.

Threat Check
The Microsoft Threat Check uses some of Microsoft’s most
advanced security tools (Azure AD P2, Office ATP and MCAS)
to gain visibility of real threats in your Microsoft 365 cloud
environment across email, identity and data. This brings the
workshop to life as you are no longer talking abstractly about
tools but real-world scenarios. Note: the Microsoft Threat Check
can be a standalone engagement.

Security Workshop
The Microsoft Security Workshop day is a full day that helps
you to; assess your security landscape, addresses your most
pressing security goals and challenges, and provides an
immersive experience that brings to life Microsoft’s security
vision and capabilities.

Trustmarque Roadmap and Commercial Justification
Using the Security Landscape as the basis for a commercial
justification. We will show you how to position the Microsoft
Security tools against what you are currently doing and factor
spending against what is in budget for the next three years.
This will specifically compare the capabilities of the Microsoft
Security tools.

Microsoft Security
Assessment
The Microsoft Security Assessment
is a three-day engagement that
enables us to prioritise your security
recommendations and build an
actionable Microsoft roadmap for
your move forward to Microsoft 365
security best practise.

Microsoft Compliance
workshop
The Microsoft Compliance
Workshop is a three-day
engagement that includes:
•

Understanding your compliance
goals and objectives

•

Identifying compliance risks
using a Microsoft 365 E5 trial

•

Discovering Microsoft 365
compliance

•

Hands-on activities using
technology and compliance
scenarios

•

Developing joint plans and
recommending next steps
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